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Sheet 3
Comparing Prices

1) Ava’s sister Mia visits both the stores to check out the price of an

armchair. Compare the prices and !nd which store o"ers the better 

deal.

2) Liam went to the Full Cart and compared the prices of a sofa and

patio dining set. Which cost more?

3)

Compare the prices of a mattress and a dressing table at the 

WholeSome Store. Which costs less?

4)

Compare the price of sofa at the WholeSome Store and the Full Cart

to !nd which store charges more.

5) Ava wants to buy a dressing table. She compares the prices

at both the stores. Which store o"ers a better deal?

Compare the prices of the items at the WholeSome Store and the Full Cart and 

answer the questions below.

Items The WholeSome Store The Full Cart

Mattress

Dressing Table

Patio Dining Set

Armchair

Sofa

5,628S

6,774S

4,019S

6,524S

4,450S

5,576S

6,200S

4,513S

6,524S

4,399S
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1) Ava’s sister Mia visits both the stores to check out the price of an

armchair. Compare the prices and !nd which store o"ers the better 

deal.

2) Liam went to the Full Cart and compared the prices of a sofa and

patio dining set. Which cost more?

3)

Compare the prices of a mattress and a dressing table at the 

WholeSome Store. Which costs less?

4)

Compare the price of sofa at the WholeSome Store and the Full Cart

to !nd which store charges more.

5) Ava wants to buy a dressing table. She compares the prices

at both the stores. Which store o"ers a better deal?

The WholeSome Store

Mattress

The Full Cart

Sofa

Compare the prices of the items at the WholeSome Store and the Full Cart and 

answer the questions below.

Items The WholeSome Store The Full Cart

Mattress

Dressing Table

Patio Dining Set

Armchair

Sofa

5,628S

6,774S

4,019S

6,524S

4,450S

5,576S

6,200S

4,513S

6,524S

4,399S

Answer Key

Neither store, as both stores
sell it for the same price.
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